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           A concise yet deep guide to the most important tasks faced by Exchange administrators, from one of the most prominent experts on Exchange        

	
    Exchange is the market leading e-mail server; Exchange 2003 has been widely praised, and is expected to have a rapid adoption cycle 

    
	
    In-depth coverage of remote access and security, the topics most requested by administrators 

    
	
    Author is an Exchange MVP, the Exchange Expert on SerachWin2000.com, and has worked with the product for 16 months as part of an exclusive test group

    


More organizations use Exchange Server than any other e-mail server. The new release, Exchange Server 2003, is the most reliable and secure version Microsoft has ever produced. Exchange 2000 was a disappointing release, resulting in a much lower migration rate than expected. The advance buzz around Exchange 2003, however, has been much more positive, creating the strong possibility that there will be a much faster and more extensive move to Exchange 2003. While there have been a few comprehensive, features-based guides to Exchange, and one quick reference, Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 Distilled will be the first task-based, tips and techniques guide for the many experienced system administrators who don't need to go over the basics yet again. Scott Schnoll is uniquely qualified to write this book. He is a widely recognized expert on this topic through his extensive work over the last 16 months as part of an exclusive group working with the beta, his status as an Exchange MVP for six years, his position as the Exchange Expert on SearchWin2000.com, and his many articles and speaking engagements. This book will be invaluable to both administrators evaluating moving to Exchange 2003 as well as those already adopting Exchange 2003.
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Transforming E-business Practices and Applications: Emerging Technologies and ConceptsInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Transforming E-Business Practices and Applications: Emerging Technologies and Concepts presents the latest issues and technologies evolving from business transactions and support. A defining body of research by noted international scholars, this book is an excellent resource for researchers, educators, and professionals and a valuable...
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Memory Management: Algorithms and Implementation in C/C++Wordware Publishing, 2003
This book is different. Very different.

In this book, I am going to pull the curtain back and let you see  the little man operating the switches and pulleys. You may be excited by what  you see, or you may feel sorry that you decided to look. But as Enrico Fermi  would agree, knowledge is always better than...
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Design Concepts with Code: An Approach for DevelopersApress, 2003
This book is all about getting developers to realize good, solid interface  design for their products by considering a reasonable set of design axioms.  Design Concepts with Code: An Approach for Developers shows how you can  create design through code by using technologies such as SVG, XHTML, XML, XSLT,  and XSL-FO. It explores how, by...
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Introduction to Microcontrollers, Second Edition: Architecture, Programming, and Interfacing for the Freescale 68HC12Academic Press, 2004
This book is a comprehensive, introductory text/reference for electrical and computer engineers and students with little experience with a high-level programming language. It systematically teaches the programming of a microcontroller in assembly language, as well as C and C++. This books also covers the principles of good programming practice...
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Doing Data Science: Straight Talk from the FrontlineO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Now that people are aware that data can make the difference in an election or a business model, data science as an occupation is gaining ground. But how can you get started working in a wide-ranging, interdisciplinary field that’s so clouded in hype? This insightful book, based on Columbia University’s Introduction to...
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Frommer's JamaicaFrommers, 2010

	If you’ve decided that Jamaica sounds like the perfect place to relax, feel free to start unwinding right now, ecause we’ve done all the legwork for you. Below you’ll find carefully compiled lists of the best that Jamaica has to offer, from beaches and dive sites to resorts, restaurants, and sight-seeing—and nearly...
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